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This book begins in my classrooms, in three specific, ongoing, and 
related student concerns about teen readers and their reading. First, con-
fronted with young adult literature that they deem “bad”—by which 
they usually mean of poor literary quality—college students often defend 
it for their imagined child and adolescent readers, on the grounds that 
“at least they’re reading.” I’ve heard this defense offered up for books 
as disparate as the Baby-Sitters Club, the Twilight Saga, and the Harry 
Potter series, all of which seemed to be subject to professorial disap-
proval. The students are afraid—or even sure—that the books they are 
championing are too popular to be literary, but they value them none-
theless. Their baseline assumption that all reading is good, however, 
quickly runs up against its own limits and the second concern. When 
confronted with literature they deem “bad”—in this case usually for con-
troversial or challenging content rather than literary quality—those same 
students may challenge its “appropriateness” and argue for restricting 
its readership. Books as disparate as The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn 
(race), Weetzie Bat (sex/sexuality), and The Giver (death/eugenics), 
among others, have raised these challenges over the years, and I’m sure 
my colleagues can name many others. Is reading an unalloyed good, 
then, as the first comment suggests, or is it not? This seemingly naïve 
question has proved, in my classrooms at least, one of the most difficult 
to answer.
CHAPTER 1
Introduction: Young Adults, Reading, 
and Young Adult Reading
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2  E. R. GRUNER
The third concern is closely related to the second. Certain characters, 
students often find, are either good or poor role models for the read-
ers they imagine encountering them. A book’s appropriateness for young 
readers, then, might be determined not simply by a specific kind of con-
tent, but by the presence or absence of positive role models within the 
text. Students in my fairy-tale classes, for example, frequently end up 
debating whether or not to continue reading “Cinderella” to children, 
given the perceived antifeminist qualities of its heroine. Readers of the 
Twilight saga similarly debate Bella Swan’s status as a role model, given 
how passively she accepts her vampire lover’s rules for her behavior. Role 
model criticism, while rarely practiced by professionals, still has great 
currency in the classroom, if only because it is so often the first move of a 
beginner critic.1
In thinking about these questions and the relationships between 
them, I too began to look for role models—specifically, of readers. If 
reading is as important as we think it is, surely writers are finding a way 
to signal that importance. Who is reading in the books my students were 
reading? Who are the imagined readers for these books? And what kind 
of reading are they modeling for their readers? That search led to this 
book. What I found is that contemporary YA novels depict reading as 
neither an unalloyed good nor a dangerous ploy, but rather an essential, 
occasionally fraught, by turns escapist and instrumental, deeply pleasur-
able and highly contentious activity that has value far beyond the class-
room skills or the specific content it conveys. As I will argue, books for 
teens depict teen readers as doers and suggest that their ability to read 
deeply, critically, and communally is crucial to the development of ado-
lescent agency.
In the rest of this introduction, I focus first on the r elevance o f t his 
claim: why does it matter what is happening in young adult fiction? I next 
focus more closely on the claim itself, clarifying terms that are often used 
interchangeably and exploring the implications of various approaches to 
1 In my article, “Cinderella, Marie Antoinette, and Sara: Roles and Role Models in A 
Little Princess,” I argue for a more nuanced understanding of the value of role modeling. 
In brief, it seems to me that novels depicting readers, especially, speak to their own readers 
about the value of reading in ways that we should pay attention to. While we cannot posit 
a one-to-one relationship between character and reader, such novels “nurture the narra-
tive imagination,” expanding the opportunities to think about how reading works (Gruner 
1998, 180).
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reading. I then outline my interpretive methods, after which I provide a 
brief map of the book’s organization. At a time when YA fiction’s popu-
larity seems to be ever-increasing despite widespread anxiety about read-
ing’s diminishing importance,2 it seems critical to be clear-eyed about 
what reading does, why it is valuable, and how to promote it in a rising 
generation. This book is my contribution to that effort.
why yA?
Why focus on teen readers and YA literature? For several interrelated rea-
sons. First, as my students have intuited with their first concern, there is 
a widespread language of crisis around teen reading. Starting in the early 
2000s, the National Endowment for the Arts published a series of reports 
on the status of reading in the USA that raised concerns about both the 
amount and quality of teen reading that continue to this day. In 2007,
NEA Chair Dana Gioia introduced the second of these reports, “To
Read or Not to Read,” with the dire news that “Although there has been 
measurable progress in recent years in reading ability at the elementary 
school level, all progress appears to halt as children enter their teenage 
years” (“To Read” 2007, 5). Not only reading ability, but reading quan-
tity also seemed to have fallen in the early twenty-first century (see, e.g., 
the reports on “Kids & Family Reading” issued roughly biennially by the 
Scholastic Corporation since 2006). Such findings date back at least to 
the end of the twentieth century: the National Education Association
reports, for example, that “between 1984 and 1996 …the percentage of 
12th grade students reporting that they ‘never’ or ‘hardly ever’ read for 
fun increased from 9 percent to 16 percent” (“Reading at Risk” 2004).3
While the overwhelming evidence of these reports suggested a wide-
spread crisis, not all analysts agreed. In 2011, Hannah Withers and
Lauren Ross claimed that “Worldwide, young adults are the most 
2 See below for a fuller discussion of both of these claims.
3 This number seems only to have grown in several more recent surveys. In 2004, 33% of 
Scottish pupils and 29% of UK pupils overall responded that they never or hardly ever read 
for pleasure (UK National Literacy Trust 2006, 11). In several recent Scholastic surveys, 
18–21% of 15–17-year-olds said “I do not like [reading] at all” (2010, 44; 2015, 95; 2017, 
103). While quantity and ability are of course different, and reading for pleasure may be an 
activity divorced from ability, many studies link them. For my purposes, reports on all three 
issues contribute to the larger sense of “crisis” that surrounds child and adolescent reading.
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